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Fall – my favorite time of year; the glorious colours of the trees, the fragrant scents of leaves and fields being harvested, crisp, cool nights and
sunny beautiful days. We have many exciting things happening around us
as we prepare for Thanksgiving.
I need to acknowledge and thank Bev Jeeves and her small but dedicated
band of volunteers for their seriously great work for Cultural Days.
They single-handedly transported us back in time to a kinder and gentler
age before computers and “I-phones” and technology racing so fast that
we have no time to think. I walked into
the Newcastle branch of the library and
stood in my first library room. Our
display at the library was amazing and I
was very proud to have been part of it.
From what I heard everyone else thought
so too. The old desk and chairs with the
card catalogue showing how we used to
research and search for books was on
display along with the book rack with the
old atlases and newspapers. The main
display was in the common room and
showed the progress of art and how it has
shaped our lives. The artwork there was
eclectic and truly very good for such a
young painter – good work Chelsea!
The other hit of the weekend was Bev and
the Archeological dig – the kids loved it;
they got to play in the dirt and find treasures and Bev guided them through with
stories of the past. Good Job Bev and thank you for your dedication and
hard work.
Our next project will be the Santa Claus parade - the question being will there be a float? Unfortunately many of our board members are
already stretched too thin and I fear that we will not have the
manpower to take on this task. If any of you out there can help with
this special project please come forward. We still have time to plan this
- the next Board meeting is on October 20th and the parade issue will be
discussed then. Please come out and help your Society!
Thank you,
Deborah Leslie
President, NV&DHS
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
NEWSLETTER COMMITTEE
With the 175th anniversary of Bond Head this year,
NV&DHS wanted to highlight some of the history in a
special edition of our newsletter.
We had been looking forward to this special issue of the
NV&DHS for some time now but wondered if we would
get enough Bond Head material donated to fill it since, in
the last two newsletters, we have been asking for people
to contribute without success.
Finally, we had some photos and stories but, until last
month, we were still a couple of pages short.
All that changed quite abruptly when a few previous
Bond Head residents started sending in material. In fact
it was more like a flood, and really good material; many
stories and photos that had not seen light of day for
some time.
All of a sudden we had a new problem, instead of
scratching for enough material to make up a ten page
newsletter we had enough stuff for several newsletters,
which presented a new dilemma. But, after putting our
heads together, we decided to print as much of the
donated material in this issue and form a group to put
together a Bond Head book that would highlight all the
stories and photos that have come out of the closets.
We may run excerpts from your material in this issue,
but you can be sure that your full contribution will be
considered for the proposed book.
The newsletter committee wishes to thank everyone
who has contributed to this project.

Sir Francis Bond Head
By Myno Van Dyke
The Lovekin and Bates
families are considered the
first
residents
of
the
community we know as Bond
Head today. They arrived by
boat in May of 1797, likely
within a few weeks of each
other. A few years later, the
Robert
Baldwin family
arrived and moved into an old
shack, built either by Natives
or fur traders. It had a bark
roof and a chimney built of
sticks and clay. After a few
years, the Baldwins moved
west to Toronto. The Lovekins and Bates stayed.
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The actual community name of “Bond Head” was created
in 1838 when the Bond Head Harbour Company was
formed. Shortly after George Strange Boulton, a lawyer
and politician from Cobourg, gained control of most of
the little village, he drew up plans for a housing development there. On this plan he created streets and divided
the village up into one-fifth acre lots. About 50 houses
were built but, by 1846, many of them were empty, all of
the stores in Bond Head had closed and only one tavern
was left open.
One of the early entrepreneurs was Richard Vaughan, a
blacksmith. In 1847, he partnered with Daniel Massey.
Shortly after, Massey moved the business into Newcastle
and started Massey Manufacturing which became the largest manufacturer of agricultural implements in Canada.
By 1848, there were only about 200 people living in Bond
Head.
There was more trouble in 1846 when the British Corn
Laws were repealed placing expensive tariffs on grains
imported from Canada. This resulted in a sudden
depression in the trade of wheat and flour, leaving the
Bond Head Harbour a quiet place. In 1851, a proclamation was published that Newcastle and Bond Head would
be united and formed as one village to be known as
Newcastle.
In 1856, the Grand Trunk Railway was completed north
of Bond Head, along with a new train station. This effectively sealed the fate of the harbour at Bond Head. That
same year, Newcastle was incorporated as a Village and
the village limits included all of Bond Head.
The decision to name the village “Bond Head” was
influenced by the man appointed in 1836 as Lieutenant
Governor of Upper Canada, the controversial Sir Francis
Bond Head. Most likely, the thinking of the day was that
if you named a community after the most powerful man
in the country, he might bestow some financial assistance.
Sir Francis Bond Head (the surname is actually H’ead and
pronounced “heed” and Bond was his middle name) also
had another community of Bond Head named after him
north of Newmarket, Ontario as well as the village of
Frankford north of Trenton. Head was known as
“Galloping Head” for his fast trips on a horse across
South America in 1825. It was said that he had ridden a
horse for up to 60 hours at a time. Not sure how many
horses he went through.
He was knighted in 1835, mainly because of his expertise
with the lasso. He tried to convince the British Service
to equip every soldier with a lasso to be used as a weapon. He was not successful but his efforts did not go unnoticed. He was knighted and made a Baronet.
Cont’d. on Page 3
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Bond Head, Cont’d. from Page 2
Shortly after arriving in Canada, he decided that all of
the natives in Canada should be isolated and moved to
Manitoulin Island.
He said they could never be
“civilized”. This infuriated a lot of people not only here
but in Britain and the other colonies. And of course his
plan did not happen. He did manage to convince several tribes to trade their reserve land in Ontario for land
in Manitoulin.
He also managed to upset the Dutch by stating that
“Holland is but a platter-faced, cold, gin and water
country and the heavy, barge built, web-footed race are
its inhabitants”.
In 1837, Head got involved with the deportation of an
American slave named Solomon Moseby who had escaped and ended up in Niagara-on-the-Lake. Moseby
was charged with “horse stealing” and “absentia” in
Kentucky. Head decided to extradite Moseby and soon
there was an angry mob involved with trying to keep
this from happening. During the altercation, two black
men were killed, many injured but Moseby escaped,
eventually moving to England. Shortly after, Sir Francis
Bond Head made it a policy for Upper Canada not to
surrender fugitive slaves if the crime they committed
was not a crime in Canada.
That same year, Head was blamed by the British Government for causing the 1837 Rebellion. At that time,
there were two parties in Canada, Reformers and Conservatives. Head told the leader of the Reformers, William Lyon MacKenzie, that he had no choice but to resign if he didn’t agree with Head on just about anything.
MacKenzie resigned and so did all of the other Reformers. A new election was called and MacKenzie was reelected. Head immediately removed William Lyon MacKenzie from office. Then MacKenzie organized a large
armed group of men who marched to Toronto. There
was a battle at Montgomery’s Tavern (Yonge St. just
North of Eglinton) and MacKenzie’s men were stopped
by British Forces and MacKenzie escaped to the United
States. Eventually, in 1849 he returned to Toronto after
being pardoned by Queen Victoria.
That, combined with other problems, sent Sir Francis
back to England. The rebels apparently had a $500
reward posted if someone killed him. He quietly got on
a boat in Kingston and headed to New York. Lord
Durham was dispatched to Upper Canada to find out
why Head left Canada in such a bad state.
In his report he quoted Lord Melbourne’s verdict of
Head by simply saying “Such a damned odd fellow”.
Head was no longer employable in the public service so
he devoted himself to writing non-fiction articles and
essays. He also rode horses with his hounds until he
was seventy-five years old.

Excerpt from Clarke Township
History and Pioneer Settlers
Credit for this item to ontariogenealogy.com
Original spelling and punctuation unaltered
Author unknown Published early 20th Century
The Averys at one time owned all Bond Head,
where Col. Cozens is said to have cleared the first
two acres of land in Clarke township.
The father, John (Avery), was of an old English
family. Richard, the son, sold 480 acres to Charles
Clarke, in 1838. Mr. Clarke expended 25000
pounds in building a wharf and constructing a harbour. He also erected grist and saw mills, and put up
some dwellings - the place being named by him Bond
head, in honour of the well-known Canadian Governor of that time.
Mr. Clarke had as partners Mr. G.S. Boulton and
Mr. Manvers in the speculation. He subsequently
sold out to W.B. Robinson and John B. Robinson, of Toronto who, after carrying on the milling
business for a short time, transferred their interests
to William McIntosh, the owner of the mill in
1878.
In1857 a new charter was obtained, and the name
changed from Bond Head to Port Newcastle. Mr.
John J. Robson succeeded Mr. Boulton, as president of the harbour and company, and was still president in 1878. The directors are: Messrs. McIntosh,
Lovekin, Wellington Foster, and Thomas
Tamblyn, with Mr. Francis Nicholson, who has
been harbour master for many years, as secretary.
The capital in 1878 was $22000. Mr. Francombe is
collector of Customs. Both Mr. Robson and Mr.
Francombe are North of England gentleman, and
relatives, who settled in Clarke in 1848. The port has
lost much of its former trade since the extension of
railways, east and west.

Editing Note

Although the name Avery, which appears in the previous text and the editor has chosen to keep as originally
published, it is misspelled and should read Every.

Sir Francis Bond Head died on July 20, 1875.
Newcastle Village & District Historical Society Newsletter
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An early photo of Ebor House from Jack Gordon’s Collection and a photo of
Dr. Farncomb in his garden

This rare photograph, apparently taken from the balcony at Ebor House shows the field
West of Mill St. bare of trees with the mill pond in the background. The people in the
photo seem to be participating in a game of some sort. Note the perfectly maintained
picket fences on both sides of Mill Street.
Newcastle Village & District Historical Society Newsletter
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In early 19th century, the local news was pretty limited, so most people looked to Port Hope and Cobourg for the latest happenings. The Port Hope Guide was well established and realized that their readership covered a large area including the emerging townships to the west.
With this in mind they would do “snapshots” of communities in these townships. In 1853 they focused on Bond Head
and gave us a good look at the changing times in this area.
Credit for this item to ontariogenealogy.com
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601 Mill Street South
Bond Head, Newcastle
A brief history of the property
One of the original
settlers of Port Hope was
Myndert Harris, UE (see
grave yard marker St.
Mark's Church in Port
Hope). He arrived in 1783
on board Capt. Jonathan
Walton's ship called the
"Joseph". This ship had
saved loyalists from NYC,
at the end of the American Revolution.
After much difficulty, the
UEL's arrived in Port
Hope on June 8 ,1873.
Myndert Harris UE, Jr.
came to Bond Head,
Newcastle circa, 1840's
and owned Block F in the
Bolden Plan of 1853 &
lived in "Harris Lodge".

During WW2 we had a wartime garden & grew some of
our own food. My grandfather, as a Toronto dentist,
would treat local Bond Head residents in his surgery at
Harris Lodge on weekends. Newcastle had no dentist.
Many patients could not pay cash so he would receive
farm produce & chickens. Sunday chicken dinner was
always a treat. Grandfather would chop the heads off &
pluck birds and then my grandmother would prepare
noon dinner on her wood stove at Harris Lodge. No gas
or electricity in those days.
Upon the death of W.H. W-B, Block F was divided into 3
portions. His daughter, Eleanor (W-B) Gordon, UE received Block F, Lots 13-14, plus lots 1,2 & part of lot 3 on
Darcy Street Which included the Broadlawn Cottage.

Myndert Harris, UE
1840s Bond Head

Myndert Jr. never married. Upon his death. he gave his
Bond Head property to his great nephew, W.H. WaltonBall, DDS, UE.

Broadlawn Cottage

W.H.W-B had "BARKHAM HALL" built circa 1900's
which was destroyed by fire approx. 1935. Barkham Hall
had a garden & barn at rear along with an "outhouse".
There was no in-door plumbing in those days! It had a
large broad lawn on Mill Street. The grass was cut by a
36" riding real lawn mower pulled by horse. The mower
was a major innovation in its day.
My father, H.G. Walton-Ball UE, a dentist, can be seen
to the right with "Queenie". the horse. plowing the
garden circa 1930'S. He would leave his Toronto dental
office and once rode his bicycle to Newcastle (a post
card can attest to such a trip with his brother Eric).
Newcastle Village & District Historical Society Newsletter
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His son Eric W-B Mech. Eng., UE, received lots 3 6, plus
lots 1 to 4 on Queen (Victoria) St & three buildings called
Longwood, the barn & Lilacs. The Lilac's had been built
by W.H. W-B in the mid 1930's. Longwood was an original Bond Head building from the 1850's.
When Eric's family showed no interest in his Bond Head
property, he sold his birthright in 1988. Lot 15, of Block
F had previously been sold by WHW-B to a Mrs. Darling
of Windsor Ontario. She bought it "sight unseen" thinking
she had purchased all 4 lots on Mill Street, the broad
lawn that she had remembered from a brief visit many
years before. As a child she visited Barkham Hall. Today
the McNabb bungalow sits on this single lot #2, 603 Mill
St.
Mv father, H.G. W-B, DDS, CM, UE, received Harris
Lodge on Lot 4 BL the remaining Part of Lot 3 on Darcy
St. He sold Harris Lodge to his good friend Chris Love,
PhD, Capt. RCN. Chris & his charming wife Vo, with
their children Mary & Jonathan, lived here for many
summers.
Chris Love made his mark in Canadian history as the
Captain of HMCS Sackville, the last surviving ship from
the Battle of the Atlantic in WW2. This ship can still be
seen today in Halifax Harbour. It is a floating museum
from the 1940's & tribute to the thousands of Canadians
who formed the third largest navy in the world during W
W2. Prof. Love taught at Victoria College, University of
Toronto for many years. Upon Chris's death, his children
sold the property back into the family & gave me various
military items from Chris's wartime experience. Today
Dr. Dorcas & Rev. Noel Gordon, UE own the property &
rebuilt their home on land occupied by Harris Lodge. The
original bell from Harris Lodge can be seen on their front
lawn today.
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Sandra Stinson W-B, UE, & I own the Block B, Queen
Victoria & Mill Streets. This block of Bond Head land has
also been in the W-B family for many years. The Walton
Ball family has been residents of Bond Head for more
than 150 years. The previous descendants are buried
either in Bond Head Cemetery, Wesleyville or St. John' s
Church graveyard in Port Hope. Walton Street in Port
Hope was named after Jonathan Walton, one of the
founders of Port Hope in 1783. This is mentioned in the
Historical marker in front of Port Hope City Hall.
Prepared originally at the request of Wendy & Russell
Westwood, owners of 601 Mill St. South, Bond Head.
David Hamilton Walton-Ball, UE
593 Mill Street S.
Newcastle-Bond Head
Thanks to Jack Gordon, Newcastle-Bond Head Historian &
source of some of these photos. The W-B family appreciates
Jack's dedication to saving the history of our unique community.
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TYNEDALE 1830; Possibly the oldest house in Bond Head
Owners: Roger and Norma Yates
Our history comes from a direct relative of the original
builder/owner, Mr. Jas. Treleaven of Burlington, who
came to see us in 1969 after we moved in and stated
this to be his old family home and offered to buy it. He
left his address and phone number but has since disappeared.
The house was built for
what the British call a
“remittance” man, or a
black listed gentleman of
English
nobility.
This
“black sheep” apparently
had committed some
nefarious deed and was
told he must leave
England and never return
in order to receive his
inheritance. The home
was built to his specifications (a Southern antebellum
home) but he and his family were lost at sea, on their
way to Canada. Consequently, the builder’s family
retained the home.
After spending time in the registry office many years
ago to show a group of architectural students from the
University of Toronto, bused to Newcastle to see this
house; I have concluded that “Tynedale” has only had
four previous owners, we are the fifth. This, I believe to
be very beneficial as each new owner often makes
changes, myself included. To the best of my knowledge
John and Fanny Treleaven were the first owners and
most likely the builders. The Treleaven family sold to
David and Ida Pearl Hockaday in 1951. Then in 1954
Charles Fothergill purchased it from Hockaday. In 1967
Charles Fothergill sold to Morley and Irene Shortt who
let Mrs. Fothergill’s most beautiful gardens go to seed
and weed as they had two cottages to take care of all
summer. In the two years they had it they made no
changes and we purchased it in 1969.
I believe that Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fothergill did a
considerable amount of
renovating and fortunately, for posterity, they had superb taste and kept their
renovating within the confines of the
period.
Brenton Rickard told me that when the
Fothergills came here, you could see daylight between
the wall and the roof of the upstairs and the birds and
other small creatures enjoyed a comfortable life here.
Thus, I believe that between the original builder and the
Fothergills there was very little done to maintain this
Newcastle Village & District Historical Society Newsletter

house. The Fothergills fixed some of it and we are still
working on the rest.
Some information on the construction follows: the
stone foundations are 33” thick, rather like a fortress we
were to discover when we brought an underground electrical service into the
house. The timbers are
rough-hewn timbers with
4”x6” or 8”x8” square
hand cut timbers, which I
might add, left us a very
large gap for insulation.
The house was built in
1830-1835 and brick was
not produced locally then.
As alluded to previously, it
is very tropical in design, I
assume the noble Englishman had spent time in the
tropics and designed this house after that fashion - this
is pure conjecture on my part. We have six sets of
French doors, which are extremely draughty, and six fireplaces with no dampers, the two in the basement were
originally used for cooking. There is a bell system under
the dining room table for the maid in the basement. But
most interesting of all are the windows upstairs; I have
only seen the likes of these in very warm climes. This
house is perfectly designed for hurricanes where you
close all your shutters and open all your doors and windows and let the hurricane pass through while keeping
you and your belongings inside. Would you design a
house like this for a Canadian climate? I think not!
Tynedale was obviously built by a master craftsman. The
carpentry in this house is spectacular. When Roger and I
took out the baseboards to insulate they were so precisely cut there were no nails. I have cleaned three
rooms down to the original pine, the family room, the
master bedroom and the kitchen. The
counter in the kitchen is a twelve-foot
long and twenty-five inch wide, solid piece
of pine, a rare gem indeed.
Local Judge, Dick (E. Richard) Lovekin told
us years ago, that the Tynedale plans
were used to build his house (Kilcolman)
which was built between 1835-1840, just
five years later.
Mr. Reginald LeGresley told me that where we now have
a swimming pool was once a woodworking shop and all
the trim for Dr. Farncomb’s “Ebor House” (Reg’s residence) came from Tynedale.
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Map of Bond Head published in 1867
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Annual Fees for Members Single Membership (one vote):
Hard Copy delivered by mail or by hand ..................................................... Annual fees for calendar year $15.
Digital Copy delivered by e-mail (pdf) ........................................................... Annual fees for calendar year $10.
Family Membership (two votes):
Hard Copy delivered by mail or by hand ..................................................... Annual fees for calendar year $20.
Digital Copy delivered by e-mail (pdf) ......................................................... . Annual fees for calendar year $15.
Corporate membership (one vote):
Up to 3 Hard Copies delivered by mail or by hand plus Digital Copy delivered by e-mail (pdf)
Annual fees for calendar year $25.
Sponsors will get recognition in the quarterly newsletter as well as a digital copy of the newsletter
Membership Chairman Ron Locke ronald.locke@gmail.com
NV&DHS gratefully acknowledges the ongoing sponsorship of Tim Horton’s of Newcastle,
who generously supply the room with complementary coffee for visitors every Saturday morning.
We are also grateful to Swan Signs for their support.

NV&DHS is open in the Newcastle Community Hall every
Tuesday & Saturday morning from 9:30 - 12:00.
You can reach NV&DHS at Newcastle.historic@gmail.com
or by regular mail at Newcastle Village & District Historical Society:
20 King Ave. W. Newcastle ON L1B 1H7
To reach NV&DHS Secretary, Myno Van Dyke,
call (905) 987-5482, or e-mail at myno@sympatico.ca
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